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English is increasingly referred to as the world lingua franca as it has effectively become the
most international language in a diversity of media ranging from popular newspapers to
academic journals and publications. In some cases, referring to it as an international lan-
guage is a straightforward way to refer to the dominance of English worldwide, with some
overtones that might be resonant of pseudo-imperialist discourses. However, the expressions
English as an International Language and more recently English as a Lingua Franca (hence-
forth, ELF) have been gathering supporters to the idea that English is now the main means
of communication among diverse communities which do not share their first languages.
And English, as any other language indeed, belongs not so much to those speakers who live
in the land where the language started, but to its current speakers, wherever they are based,
be they native speakers living in the historical place of birth of the language, native speakers
of countries where the language was transported years ago by means of migration, or non-
native speakers of the language who regularly use it to fulfill their international communi-
cative needs.
A Metaphorical Representation of English
Metaphors are a fairly good way of conveying powerful images that contribute to trans-
forming the perceptions of things, events and concepts. For this reason, I would like to share
a metaphor that I think graciously conveys the idea of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF).
This is the metaphorical image of a BOAT. In the following lines, I will try to make this
image clear and― through it― I will hopefully throw some light as to what ELF is about,
and its value and contribution to the world.
Languages have sometimes been unfortunately equated to barriers to communication, but
more often than not, they have been associated with bridges. Such bridges are said to enable
people to reach out and communicate with each other. In the case of speakers of different
languages, speaking a shared language could resemble the crossing of a bridge, as a means
to connecting two pieces of land separated by water. English is often the language that
serves this purpose, and thus one may embrace the image of English as a bridge that con-
nects different cultures and speakers of different languages. However, I contend that a
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bridge is not the right image to express this idea. A bridge is a rigid structure that allows
people to cross from one shore to the other. But, it is precisely its rigid nature which forces
whoever takes that path to end their trip always on the same spot. In other words, a bridge
does not allow people on one shore to communicate with a diversity of communities stand-
ing on different shores. One single distant community becomes available through that
bridge. This is very much like what would happen if an L2 speaker of English exclusively
used this language to talk to British citizens. My claim is that a bridge is a very powerful
image to describe what in traditional English language teaching literature has been labeled
as EFL (English as a Foreign Language), meaning that English is a foreign or alien lan-
guage to the learner, whose goal is to cease being an alien by means of trying to imitate the
way the language is used by the idealized community of native speakers. It is the case, how-
ever, that contemporary users of English as a lingua franca do not restrict themselves to
communication with British citizens, as in fact they use the language with speakers of sev-
eral L1s. In other words, they use English to their advantage in order to cross over to several
different shores. This idea can only be captured by a different image, and here is when the
metaphor of the BOAT mentioned above comes in as handy. A boat can take us onto many
different shores and connect us to people of many different origins. Besides, there are as
many types of different boats as there are different types of users of ELF and different levels
of L2 proficiency. Some boats are big, spacious and fast, whereas others are more rustic and
simple. Not only that, there are also boats with very specific functions, like towing or fish-
ing, in the same fashion as English has specific functions and can be used for very specific
purposes, like English for medicine, English for international trade, etc. And we should add
as well that, on some occasions―very much like what happens with boats on the water―
the use of language in conversations may also suffer accidents and instances of miscommu-
nication. Indeed, communication breakdowns may appear, as is also the case with boats
that do sometimes crash against the rocks or even occasionally sink into the ocean. These
unfortunate circumstances, however, very rarely happen, neither in the world of navigation
nor in communication in English as a Lingua Franca, as the structures of both systems are
flexible enough as to hold on, even amongst rather unfavourable circumstances.
ELF and Globish
One of the terms that the media seem to like when referring to the current phenomenon
of the spread of English internationally is globish. Seidlhofer (2011) makes a good point at
establishing a clear separation between the implied meaning of Globish and the more com-
plex and solid implications derived from the term 'English as a Lingua Franca'. Her point
is that Globish implies a very simplified and somehow rustic version of the language, one
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which is not valid and useful for many communicative purposes. Getting back to the meta-
phorical image of the boat, Globish would very much resemble an emergency row boat,
which is good for survival in case of emergency (the case of the Titanic with not enough
boats for all passengers comes to mind in this context), but which will not take us very far,
as its sole purpose is to preserve us out of the water until somebody better equipped with a
bigger (real) boat comes to our rescue. Another image that I associate with Globish is that
of the paddle boat, good for recreational purposes as you can have some fun on it for a short
time, but as with the row boat it is hard to imagine it taking you to different places other
than your point of departure. In my view, that is how Globish could be envisioned, as op-
posed to ELF. This image is supported by the information available at the website of the
commercial company devoted to promoting the Globish idea (www.globish.com), in which
we can read that Globish allows you to:
・Communicate in English, using only 1500 words.
・Employ simple, but standard grammatical structure.
・Learn enough pronunciation and spelling for 1500 words only.
・Provide a tool for leading a conversation in business or as a tourist, anywhere in the
world.
Such references to a limited set of words, simple structures and purely functional business
or tourist encounters make it a sub-product, a commercial idea aimed at generating income
based on the need to use English in certain contexts, but clearly set it apart from the idea
of English as a lingua franca, which has a much wider scope and purpose dealing with all
possible uses of English worldwide.
ELF and Multilingualism
References to English in a global context cannot simply ignore the dangers that may come
with an overhauling presence of English worldwide. Similar to the phenomenon of macdo-
naldization as a defective and objectionable by-product of globalization, we should beware
of Englishization and the macdonaldization of language, which can be defined as a limiting
reduction of the wealth of expressive resources and opportunities for interpersonal interac-
tion that arise when people from different origins meet and start talking. We must bear in
mind that Western-societies are embedded with the idea that monolingualism is the natural
and ideal situation for people (at the individual level) and for nations (at the social level),
and that what Lippi-Green (1997) called standard language ideology dominates most dis-
courses on language, language policy and language education. This is a powerful ideology
that is covered by a layer of supposed commonsense which leads to an inevitable promotion
of the native speaker as the ideal speaker and native speakerism (Holliday 2005) as the guid-
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ing force in language communication and language education. This all responds to two very
much wide-spread myths. First, the idea that one person is naturally endowed with one (and
only one) language. Second, the belief that a strong modern country needs to have one (and
only one) language. These two myths together constitute a great barrier to understanding
the natural reality of multilingual contexts and multilingual lives in our current globalized
world.
It is not my intention to claim or simply imply that English could be a convenient substi-
tute for multiple languages. English as a Lingua Franca allows us to embark on visits to un-
known shores, but it can by no means be accepted as a substitute to other linguistic
expressions. Take for instance the case of Europe, in which multilingualism has been said
to constitute a "natural habitat" (Murphy-Lejeune, 2002), or take the number of countries
recognized by the United Nations (196) and the approximate number of languages existing
in the world (around 6000). A simple mathematical operation will tell us that for each
country there are roughly 30 languages spoken, which clearly shows how far from reality
are the aspirations of some rulers to impose the use of one single language in all instances
of life in a country, and how much violence has to be exerted against the linguistic ecology
of countries with internal language diversity in order to impose a monolingual way of func-
tioning.
ELF in the Expanding Circle: Europe
So far, the literature on ELF has seldom made any distinction based on geographical re-
gions or contexts of use. However, it is rather obvious that the presence of ELF and the
depth of penetration of ELF as an additional resource varies a lot from one context to an-
other. Focusing on the European context alone, one may immediately appreciate enormous
differences in Denmark or Sweden, and Spain or Italy for instance. Social expectations, ex-
posure and opportunities for using the language are far from being similar or comparable
at all in, say, Sweden and Spain.
Europe constitutes in fact a very specific case with several countries that are former colo-
nial powers (e.g. France, Germany, Spain or Portugal) that still experience some nostalgia
from the times when their languages were widely respected and used overseas. This might
explain a certain reluctance to accept the increasing use of English within their borders and
for international communication. In Asia, the Association of South-East Asian countries
(ASEAN) adopted English as their official language, whereas the EU has not yet, and
probably will never adopt English as the official language or as the default language for in-
ternational communication within Europe. Perhaps, if the UK and Ireland were not part of
the EU this would be more likely to happen, but that's a completely different story that is
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beyond the scope of this paper.
Within Europe (let me clarify from the beginning that my perspective is a southern
European one.), in the last decades, we have seen more or less successful attempts to bring
Europe together as a way of creating a unit with a single voice and representing common in-
terests. Unfortunately, the last few years have seen how this goal has become almost impos-
sible and the current economic crisis is threatening to destroy any sense of unity at the
continental level.
As stated above, there are extreme differences between southern and northern European-
countries in the amount of use of English. Take for instance the figures published in the
Eurobarometer on Europeans and languages (European Commission 2012). It is rather
striking to observe the clear difference between the degree of knowledge and the use of
English in Sweden (86%) or in the Netherlands (90%) and in Spain (22%), to give a few
paradigmatic examples.
The fact that English is not used extensively outside the EFL class in Spain makes it more
difficult for teachers and learners to experience ELF as a lively experience detached from
the rigid textbook-based classes. The same kind of situation is reported by Sifakis (2009) to
occur in Greece, another Southern European context with 51% people who declare they can
speak English well enough to have a converstion (European Commission 2012). The pres-
ence of English outside education contexts constitutes a very important difference between
the Spanish or Greek situations and the Swedish or Danish ones, especially if one accepts
the idea that 'exposure' to a language leads to a more thorough and critical vision of the lan-
guage and linguistic models (Llurda 2008).
ELF in the Expanding Circle: Japan
The Japanese context resembles the case of Spain and many other Expanding Circle coun-
tries where English is still a completely foreign language and is only fluently spoken by a
minority of people. In a recent article in The Japan Times (Kosaka 2014), it is argued that
approaching English as a lingua franca, as opposed to the traditional native-like approach,
could help increase the level of competence in English among Japanese people. According
to the author, "letting go of the idea of speaking 'perfect English' could do wonders to
Japanese students' confidence".
Nobody like the Japanese may understand the need to embark on different kinds of boats
in order to reach distant and close destinations in order to do business or commercial ex-
changes. Japan's relation with English has been conditioned by WWII and the subsequent
temporary military domination by the US which brought US English as the preferred model
of teaching, displacing RP as the preferred variety. But even before WWII, Japan had a spe-
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cial connection with the English language, as indicated by McKenzie (2010), who reports
on the fact that as early as in 1872 a proposal was made "to abolish the Japanese language
and, instead, adopt English as the national language of Japan" (p. 7). Since then, Japan es-
tablished a great deal of political, economic and cultural connections with the US, and this
has contributed to define English in terms of its native speaking community. Another factor
that may have also played a role in a predominantly native-speaker approach to English in
Japan is the Japanese traditional isolation, which has established a mythical image of the
Japanese as a people who will not succeed in communicating with foreigners, and thus re-
quires foreigners to come to the country and teach their language and culture. This may ex-
plain why Japan has put a lot of effort in bringing native speakers to teach English (as in
the JET program) instead of relying on their own local teachers and trusting them with the
job of teaching English. This notwithstanding, the ELF approach can contribute a lot to
change the perspective of English language teaching and can be a key element in increasing
the success of English language programs in Japan. ELF should help Japanese teachers and
students get away from the burden of imitating the native speaker and adopting a new per-
sonality based on stereotyped images of Inner Circle countries. Through ELF, they can use
English to express their own Japanese identity.
Refining ELF
An ELF approach is open to accepting accented speech, and language usage loaded with
elements of the local culture but open to the multiplicity of cultures that may be expressed
through English worldwide. To better understand this, it must be borne in mind what ELF
is and what it is not. To begin with, I provide a list of things that have sometimes been as-
sociated with the idea of ELF but which are clearly not ELF, followed by another list indi-
cating what better can describe ELF.
What ELF is not . . .
・It is not basic (or incorrect) English.
・It is not a variety of its own.
・It is not a simplified version of English.
・ELF happens when people of different backgrounds use English to communicate.
・It is not a model for teaching English, but a new way of looking at English.
Instead, ELF is a complex system involving . . .
・Variation
・Highly specialized use of the language
・Multiple accents
・Wide use of communication strategies
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・Emphasis on accommodation to the audience
・Constant questioning of what is more directly contributing to intelligibility and mu-
tual understanding
From what has been said in the preceding paragraphs, the value of ELF in the Expanding
Circle will probably have become rather clear to the readers. Yet, one way of condensing the
preceding remarks is to focus on one of the key tenets of ELF and ELF teaching principles:
the importance of intelligibility. Language is a magnificent resource used for thousands of
purposes in order to achieve many different goals. Some of them have to do with the shape
and the particular expressive forms of the language, but it is undeniable that communicating
effectively is the primary and most important goal of language use. It is ironic that for some
learners of English, aiming at mastering the language at the level of what they may identify
as 'perfection' produces the counter-effect of disempowering them and making them feel
vulnerable and unaccomplished, thus refusing to use the language because they have not met
the goals they had set for themselves. Bringing intelligibility to the forefront and making it
the central element of English language learning, besides being totally justified by the lingua
franca condition of English, adds to the learning process the plus of making it more acces-
sible and more easily mastered, thus empowering learners and contributing to their transfor-
mation into proud and legitimate L2 users (Cook 2005).
* Editor's Note: This is essay is based on a talk given in the College of World Englishes on the occa-
sion of the Autumn Special Lecture in Applied World Englishes, under the title "English is not
English: It Belongs to You!" The lecture was held on October 8th, 2014.
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